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A Story about Survival In a parallel universe a young farmer had a great idea to help his village grow. He started creating a machine to harness the energy of the planet that would keep him warm in winter and help to grow his crops all year around. Meanwhile, in this parallel universe another young scientist was looking
into the machine. It fascinated him with its potential and curious he discovered its true nature. As a result, he built a glider that is capable of flight. The Farmer tried to deliver his invention to the young scientist, but he was too far away. The boy, aware that this invention would change not only his life, but that of the
whole world, vowed to deliver it to the young scientist, no matter what. He took off with his glider and struggled through the mountaintops, forests, deserts, and even the ocean. Years of Flight In this game you are an engineer who is tasked with delivering a glider to a young scientist. Your main goal is to get to the
scientists village and deliver the glider. You will travel through a parallel universe to locate the scientist that must be delivered to. There are many obstacles to overcome and your only guaranteed means of transportation will be your glider. A Parallel Universe Your goal is to deliver the glider to the scientist that was
referred to in the opening paragraph. As I stated in my first sentence, this planet is parallel to our own. Thus, you are traveling in a parallel universe that may look different than your own. It may not. The Creator has placed obstacles in your way to prevent you from delivering the glider. These are my friends. There are
6 characters that you will meet along the journey, including two of the scientist. This is one of the two scientists. The other scientist may look different and there will be more to them. The glider is made of concrete. It has a main base and two wings that can be adjusted so that you can travel at different speeds. The
weather in this game can be any combination of the four seasons. That is the winter. Snow may lie deep in the valleys. Fire may burn in the desert. Water may be found in the oceans. This could be the place where you deliver the glider.

Quest Of Wizard Features Key:
Game Center Leaderboards Cross Platform The game will sync scores on this device to the Game Center leaderboards.
Multi-touch controls If your device supports multitouch, you can play across your entire device. Single touch controls will be used in any case. Some devices, like ipod touch don't support multitouch, so they will still revert to single touch.
iPhone Scaling
Because
of the way the iPhone renders the game, we needed an additional technique for rendering directly to the iPhone screen.
Finger Blinking
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